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Abstract

The Appendix contains additional methodological details that are not included in the
paper for reasons of brevity, as well as tables and �gures with additional robustness checks.
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1 Blockwise Estimation

The optimizing behavior of the representative agent, in the time-additive power utility

model, entails that
n
(Ct=Ct�1)
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is a martingale di¤erence sequence, i.e. it is not

autocorrelated. Therefore, the distribution theory for the EL estimator outlined in the
paper remains valid even if the stochastic process generating fCt=Ct�1;Retg

1
t=1 is weakly

dependent. However, serially correlated measurement error in consumption (see Wilcox
(1992)) or model misspeci�cation (see e.g. Parker and Julliard (2005)) could make the
martingale property of the conditional Euler equation fail in the data, therefore jeopardizing
the asymptotic justi�cation of the standard errors and test statistics. To address this issue,
we also consider the blockwise EL (Kitamura (1997)) estimator. The idea is to use blocks
of consecutive observations to retrieve, non-parametrically, information about dependence
in the data (this is closely related to the blockwise bootstrap, see e.g. Hall (1985)). More
precisely, the observation (Ct=Ct�1)
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where M2=T ! 0, and M ! 1 as T ! 1. Then, the EL estimation is performed with
(Ct=Ct�1)

�
Re
t replaced by bf(t;), t = M + 1;M + 2; :::; T �M . Kitamura (1997) shows

that the asymptotic distribution of this estimator is
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and S can be estimated using a Newey and West (1987) HAC approach.

2 Time Aggregation andMulti-year Euler Equation Es-
timation

We repeated our estimation and testing results at multi-year frequencies taking time aggre-
gation e¤ects into account. In particular, we performed the estimation and testing of the
consumption Euler equation at multiperiod frequencies when the �rst multiperiod observa-
tion is replaced by the minimum excess return on the market portfolio and the minimum
consumption growth observed during the 4 years corresponding to the Great Depression.
The results are presented in Table B1 below. Panels A and B report results for the 3-year
and 5-year frequencies, respectively. The results are very similar to those presented in Table
2, Panel C of the paper (that provides results at the �ve year frequency without taking
time aggregation e¤ects into account). This suggests that our results are robust to time
aggregation e¤ects.
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Table B1: Time-Aggregation E¤ects
EL BETEL

Panel A: Three Years Euler Equation
̂ 26:5

(7:31)
26:5

[19:2; 42:1]

�2(1) 8:65
(0:003)

Pr ( � 10jdata) 0:00% 0:00%
Panel B: Five Years Euler Equation

̂ 39:5
(9:74)

39:5
[29:4; 76:0]

�2(2) 20:1
(:000)

Pr ( � 10jdata) 0:0% 0:0%

Note: EL and BETEL estimation results for the Euler Equation at multi-year frequencies taking time-

aggregation e¤ects into account, i.e. replacing the �rst multiperiod observation by the minimum excess

return on the market portfolio and the minimum consumption growth observed during the 4 years corre-
sponding to the Great Depression. The ̂ row reports the EL point estimate (with s.e. underneath), and the

BETEL posterior mode (with 95% con�dence regions underneath), of the relative risk aversion coe¢ cient.

The �2 row of each panel reports the Empirical Likelihood Ratio test (with p-value underneath) for the

joint hypothesis of a  as small as 10 and for the identifying restriction given by the Euler Equation. The

last row of each panel reports the BEL and BETEL posterior probabilities of  being smaller than, or equal

to, 10.

3 The World�s Largest Consumption Disasters

For many of the countries that, over the last two centuries, have experienced disaster events,
we do not have the time series data needed to estimate the consumption Euler equation.
Nevertheless, thanks to the work of Barro and Ursua (2008b), we have estimates of the sizes
of the economic contractions during disaster events for a large cross-section of 40 countries
over samples that start as early as 1800. As a consequence, we can ask whether the rejection
of the rare events hypothesis in our data samples could be due to the U.S. being relatively
�lucky�in not experiencing much larger disasters in its history.
In particular, we ask a) how large should have been the consumption drop during the

U.S. Great Depression in order to obtain small estimates of the coe¢ cient of RRA and
not reject the model, and b) whether a consumption disaster of this size, or larger, has
ever occurred during the last two centuries in the 40 countries studied by Barro and Ursua
(2008b): a sample of 95 identi�ed consumption disasters.
To answer these questions, we modify our baseline annual data sample (1929-2009) by

replacing the four data points corresponding to the Great Depression period with calibrated
disaster observations. Note that we choose to use the sample that delivers the weakest rejec-
tion of the rare events hypothesis (see Tables 1 and 2).1 To make our calibration comparable
with the Barro and Ursua (2008b) consumption disasters data, we calibrate disasters of both
di¤erent sizes and lengths �e.g. for a two year disaster with a cumulated 40% drop in con-
sumption, we add to our sample two data points characterized by a cumulated consumption
drop of 40%. Since in Barro and Ursua (2008b) we have no estimates of the stock market
drop during the disaster, the market return during the disaster is calibrated to match the
annualized excess return during the U.S. Great Depression.2

In the modi�ed baseline samples we perform estimation of the risk aversion coe¢ cient
using, as before, a set of estimators that allow the probabilities attached to di¤erent states of
the economy to di¤er from their sample frequencies, and for which one disaster is in principle

1Very similar results are obtained using the 1890-2009 total consumption sample, and are available from
the authors upon request.

2 In Section 3:2:2 of the paper, we relax this assumption by using an alternative data set (from Barro
and Ursúa (2009)) that contains fewer countries but has the advantage of providing us with stock market
returns during the disasters.
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enough to approximate the tail behavior of the consumption distribution. Moreover, note
that the sample frequency of disaster periods in the calibrated samples is already quite
high: ranging from 1:3% for disasters that last only one year, to 9:5% for disasters that last
8 years.

Figure 1: The curves report relative risk aversion estimates using the EL estimator as a
function of di¤erent cumulated consumption contraction sizes and disaster lengths. The
vertical lines report the maximum consumption contraction ever recorded in the data for
an economic disaster of a given length. The horizontal black dashed line corresponds to a
relative risk aversion of 10.

The results of this exercise are reported in Figure 1 for the EL estimator. Each of the
di¤erent curves correspond to a di¤erent disaster length (from 1 to 8 years), and each point
on a curve gives the RRA coe¢ cient estimate (measured on the vertical axis) corresponding
to a disaster with a given cumulated consumption contraction (measured on the horizontal
axis). Each of the vertical segments correspond to the largest consumption disaster of
a given length recorded in the historical data. For instance, the �gure shows that, to
have a RRA estimate below 10, the U.S. should have experienced a one year consumption
contraction of at least 35% (given by the intersection between the dashed horizontal line
and the curve with black circles), while instead the largest one year consumption disaster
ever recorded in the data corresponds to a contraction of only 27% (represented by the
black vertical line with circles). That is, the one year contraction needed to rationalize the
EPP is more than one-fourth larger than the largest one year consumption disaster ever
recorded in the data. Similarly, focussing on two year disasters (denoted by the curve with
red triangles) we see that we would have needed a two year consumption contraction of
at least 68% to explain the equity premium with low risk aversion, while the largest two
year consumption disaster ever recorded is only 43%. That is, to rationalize the EPP the
U.S. should have experienced a two year consumption disaster that is 58% larger than the
largest two year consumption disaster in the data. Focusing on the other disaster lengths
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we have also similar �ndings: the consumption disasters that we should have observed in
the U.S. to rationalize the EPP are much larger than the largest consumption disasters ever
recorded in a sample (containing a total of 95 disaster events) of 4162 annual consumption
observations for 40 di¤erent countries during the last two centuries.
We repeat the exercise using the BETEL estimation approach. Results are presented

in Figure 2, and they are in line with the ones obtained using the EL estimation approach:
the magnitude of the consumption disasters that we should have observed in the U.S. during
the Great Depression in order to rationalize the EPP with a low level of risk aversion, are
larger than the largest consumption disasters ever recorded in a sample of more than 4162
annual consumption observations for 40 di¤erent countries.

Figure 2: The curves report relative risk aversion estimates using the BETEL estimator,
as a function of di¤erent cumulated consumption contraction size and disaster length. The
vertical lines report the maximum consumption contraction ever recorded in the data for
an economic disaster of a given length. The horizontal black dashed line correspond to a
risk aversion of 10.

4 TheWorld�s Largest Stock Market and Consumption
Disasters

In this section we repeat the two exercises presented in Section 3:2:2 of the paper using the
BETEL estimation approach.
In Figure 3 we report the estimates of the relative risk aversion coe¢ cient obtained

by replacing the U.S. Great Depression observations with the world disasters identi�ed in
Barro and Ursúa (2009). The results obtained using the BETEL estimator are very similar
to the ones reported in the paper for the EL approach: in none of the 58 samples is the
estimated risk aversion coe¢ cient smaller than 10; the median estimate across samples,
being about 41, is even higher than the estimate in the true U.S. data sample; the centered
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95% area of the distribution of RRA estimates ranges from 16 to 72; and none of the point
estimates lies below the 95% posterior probability area obtained in the true U.S. sample.

Figure 3: distribution of BETEL estimates of the RRA coe¢ cient with disaster observations
drawn from the empirical distribution of world disasters.

Figure 4 repeats the second exercise presented in Section 3:2:2 of the paper using the
BETEL estimator. The �gure shows that taking into account the multi year nature of the
world economic disasters, a sample frequency of disasters of about 9:2% (a disaster every
10:9 years) is needed to explain the the equity premium with a risk aversion of 10, and
a probability of disaster of about 14:5% (a disaster every 6:9 years) would be needed in
order to explain the EPP (as the literature based on the �Standard Calibration�approach
of disaster models pioneered by Barro (2006) does) with a risk aversion as small as 4. Once
again, looking at the blue dashed line �based on having erroneously assumed that all the
disasters had their full impact on the economy in only one year �we �nd a RRA estimate
of about 4 with a sample frequency of disasters as small as 1:7%.

5 The Standard Calibration Approach

The results presented in the paper and in the previous sections of this Internet Appendix
suggest that the rare events hypothesis is an unlikely explanation of the EPP. This con-
clusion is in contrast with the one of the literature that has followed the now �Standard
Calibration� (SC) approach of disaster models pioneered by Barro (2006) (e.g. Gabaix
(2007), Wachter (2011), Barro and Ursua (2008a) and many others) and that �nds strong
support for the rare events explanation of the EPP. In this section we investigate the rea-
sons behind this discrepancy, and we show that the di¤erence in results is driven by the
fact that the SC approach calibrates one-year consumption drops using multi-year GDP
contractions data, and that this mechanically overstates the degree of consumption risk of
the stock market.
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Figure 4: BETEL estimates of the RRA coe¢ cient, with disasters drawn from their empiri-
cal world distribution, with (black solid line with circles) and without (blue dashed line with
triangles) taking into account that disasters might last more than one year, as a function
of the sample probability of disasters.

The key element in the SC approach is the calibration of the consumption contraction
during a rare economic disaster. In order to identify a reasonable value for this quantity,
Barro (2006) performs an extensive study of the major economic disasters of the twentieth
century in a cross section of 35 countries (the data are taken from Maddison (2003)). The
criterion used to identify an economic disaster is a cumulated multi-year drop in GDP per
capita of more than 15%. Based on these identi�ed disasters, the SC approach calibrates
the distribution of the one-year consumption drop during a disaster as being equal to the
empirical distribution of multi-year GDP drop in the cross-country sample of disasters.
This calibration choice raises two concerns. First, if the identi�ed disasters tend to last

for more than one year, this approach overstates the degree of consumption risk, since a risk
averse agent fears one large contraction in consumption more than having the same shock
spread over several years. Second, if agents are able to at least partially smooth income
shocks over time, we would expect consumption to drop by less than GDP during disasters.
Indeed, both concerns seem to be supported by the data. Figure 5 reports the size

and length, and length distribution histogram, of the 64 disasters identi�ed in Barro (2006)
using Maddison (2003) data and employed in the SC approach.3 All the disasters are multi-
year contractions: the average length of the disaster is about 4 years while the mode of the
distribution is 3 years. Also, there is a positive, and statistically signi�cant, relation between
disaster length and size as indicated by the regression of disaster size on length reported in

3Note that we have dropped the Austrian GDP data point for the 1944 � 1945 period since: a) Good
and Ma (2006) question the accuracy of the Austrian GDP data for the �rst half of the Twentieth Century
reported in Maddison (2003), and argue that they are constructed using �crude �back-of-the-envelope�
calculations ;�b) the sources for Austrian data cited by Maddison (2003) do not report a GDP value for the
1944�1945 period. Probably for the same reasons, Barro has also dropped this data point in his subsequent
works.
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Figure 5: Cumulated size, length, and length histogram of GDP contractions during the
64 major economic disasters of the Twentieth Century. Reported in the �gure are also:
the median disaster size (blue dash dotted line); the certainty equivalent of the disasters
distribution in terms of one-year consumption drop (green dotted line); the linear regression
of disaster size on disaster length (red dashed line) as well as the regression measure of
�t, slope coe¢ cient estimate, and its standard error. Source: Barro (2006), Table I, and
authors�calculations.

the �gure (red dashed line). The �gure also reports the certainty equivalent of the disasters
distribution in terms of one-year consumption drop (green dotted line): about 88% of
the multi-year contractions appear to be smaller than the one-year certainty equivalent.4

That is, the largest 9 contractions have an overwhelming weight in determining the overall
consumption risk of a disaster �and the median length of these largest contractions is 5
years.
Figure 6 plots the histogram of annualized GDP contractions in the 64 rare disasters

considered in the SC and presented in Figure 5, as well as the certainty equivalent consump-
tion drop of the SC approach (red dashed line), and the cumulated GDP (green dotted line)
and cumulated consumption (blue dashed dotted line) drops during the U.S. Great Depres-
sion period. The �rst things to notice are that a) all the disasters are characterized by an
annualized contraction smaller than the SC certainty equivalent (45%, dashed red line), b)
the median annualized contraction (black continuous line) is less than a sixth of that value
(being about 7%). That is, the SC certainty equivalent is extreme �and rare �even among
rare events, since it lies on the far right tail of the distribution of annualized disasters and
it is 14% higher than the largest annualized disaster ever recorded. These �ndings are not
surprising since, as shown in Figure 5, all the twentieth century disaster episodes lasted
several years.
Figure 6 also singles out the cumulated contractions in GDP (green dotted line) and

consumption (blue dash-dotted line) during the U.S. Great Depression. What is remarkable
is that the contraction in consumption (17%) is close to half the GDP drop (31%). Moreover,
the U.S. Great Depression cumulated contraction in consumption is about 28% lower than

4The certainty equivalent is computed using the Barro (2006) calibrated preference parameters.
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Figure 6: Histogram of annualized GDP contractions during the 64 major economic disasters
of the Twentieth Century. Source: Barro (2006), Table I, and authors�calculations.

the SC certainty equivalent �even though the U.S. Great Depression cumulated contraction
in GDP (31%) is above the average cumulated GDP contraction during disasters (this being
29%). That is, even in a country characterized by a larger than average economic disaster,
the cumulated contraction in consumption is much smaller than the SC certainty equivalent
value.

The above observations do not per se rationalize the discrepancy between the results
presented in the previous sections and those obtained in the literature that employs the SC
approach. We now address this issue formally. In order to do so, we perform the following
counterfactual exercise.
First, we modify our baseline annual data sample (1929-2009) by replacing the four

data points corresponding to the Great Depression period with one calibrated disaster
observation. In order to assess the e¤ect of SC approach, we calibrate the rare disaster
observation in two ways: �rst as the cumulated consumption drop during the U.S. Great
Depression, and second as the cumulated GDP drop during the same period. If these two
assumptions were the reasons behind the discrepancy between our results and the SC ones,
we would expect that a) using the cumulated consumption drop the estimated risk aversion
parameter should be smaller than the one in Panel A of Table 1 (namely, 28:5), and that
b) using the cumulated contraction in GDP, we should �nd an even lower risk aversion
coe¢ cient and a high likelihood of having the Euler equation satis�ed with a RRA smaller
than 10. In both modi�ed samples, the market return during the disaster is calibrated to
match the annualized excess return during the U.S. Great Depression.
Second, we use these modi�ed samples to estimate and test the consumption Euler

Equation. The estimation is performed, as in the paper, using a set of estimators that are
robust to rare events problems in the data, since they allow the probabilities attached to
di¤erent states of the economy to di¤er from their sample frequencies. Moreover, using
the calibration and simulation procedures described in Sections 1:2 and 4:2 of the paper,
we elicit the likelihood of observing an EPP if the data were generated by the rare events
probability distribution needed to rationalize the puzzle with a low level of risk aversion.
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We undertake this counterfactual exercise �that uses a mix of real and �ctitious data �
in order to perform a controlled experiment, since we know from Table 1 and Table 4 that
in the true 1929-2009 sample i) the C-CAPM is rejected and requires a high level of RRA
(28:5) to rationalize the stock market risk premium, and that ii) if the data were generated
by the rare events distribution needed to rationalize the EPP, the puzzle itself would be
very unlikely to arise in a sample of the same size as the historical one. This counterfactual
exercise is presented in Table B2.
Panel A of Table B2 calibrates the economic disaster to match the cumulative con-

sumption drop during the U.S. Great Depression, while Panel B uses the cumulative GDP
contraction during the same period. The �rst row of each panel reports the EL point es-
timate (with standard error in parentheses), as well as the BETEL posterior mode (with
95% con�dence region in brackets), of the RRA coe¢ cient . The second row of each panel
reports the Empirical Likelihood Ratio test (with p-value in parentheses) for the joint hy-
pothesis of a  as small as 10 and for the identifying restriction given by the consumption
Euler Equation. The third row of each panel reports the BEL and BETEL posterior prob-
abilities of  being smaller than, or equal to, 10. The fourth row of each panel reports the
probability of observing an EPP as large as the historical one if rare events were the true
explanation of the puzzle.

Table B2: Estimation and Counterfactual EPP with Calibrated Disaster
EL BETEL

Panel A. U.S. Great Depression Cumulated Consumption Drop.
̂ 19:9

(5:16)
19:9

[12:4; 37:5]

�2(1) 5:74
(:017)

Pr ( � 10jdata) 0:76% 0:61%
Pr
�
eppTi () � eppT ()

�
1:69% 0:83%

Panel B. U.S. Great Depression Cumulated GDP Drop.
̂ 10:7

(2:70)
10:7

[6:80; 20:0]

�2(1) 0:07
(:798)

Pr ( � 10jdata) 29:7% 29:3%
Pr
�
eppTi () � eppT ()

�
45:0% 44:8%

Note: EL and BETEL estimation results for the Euler Equation, and counterfactual probabilities of ob-

serving an equity premium puzzle as large as the historical one, when the annual data sample (1929-2009)

is modi�ed by replacing the Great Depression consumption observations (1929-1933) with one calibrated

economic disaster observation. Panel A uses the cumulated U.S. consumption reduction during the Great

Depression. Panel B uses the cumulated U.S. GDP reduction during the Great Depression. The �rst row

of each panel reports the EL point estimate (with s.e. underneath), and the BETEL posterior mode (with

95% con�dence region underneath), of the relative risk aversion coe¢ cient . The second row of each panel

reports the Empirical Likelihood Ratio test (with p-value underneath) for the joint hypothesis of a  as small

as 10 and for the identifying restriction given by the Euler Equation. The third row of each panel reports

the posterior probabilities of  being smaller than, or equal to, 10. The fourth row of each panel reports

the counterfactual probability of observing a realized equity premium puzzle as large as the historical one

for  = 10.

The point estimates in Panel A are almost a third smaller than the estimated value in
the true 1929-2009 sample (Table 1, Panel A). That is, replacing the four Great Depression
consumption observations with the cumulated consumption drop during the same period,
the level of risk aversion needed to rationalize the equity premium is reduced by almost a
third. Moreover, the Bayesian con�dence interval covers values that are close to �but still
larger than �10. Nevertheless, as shown in the last three rows of Panel A, the rare events
hypothesis is unlikely to rationalize the EPP with a risk aversion as low as 10 in a sample
of the same size as the historical one.
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In Panel B we calibrate the consumption drop during the disaster to the same value
as the cumulated GDP drop during the U.S. Great Depression. The point estimate of  is
now 10:7 for both the estimators �almost two thirds smaller than in the true 1929-2009
sample �and values well below 10 cannot be rejected. Moreover, the posterior probability
of a RRA smaller than 10 becomes about 29%. Most importantly, the fourth row stresses
that in this case the rare events hypothesis becomes a very likely explanation of the EPP
since, under this hypothesis and with a RRA of 10, the likelihood of observing an EPP in
a sample of the same size as the historical one ranges from 44:8% to 45:0%.
Overall, the results in Table B2 show that if, as in the SC approach, we were to a)

calibrate an annual model with a cumulative multi-year contraction during disasters, and
b) overstate the cumulative consumption drop by replacing it with the GDP drop, we would
reach the same conclusions as in the previous literature on rare events.

6 Probability Weights with Alternative Values of 

Figure 7 plots the time series of the EL and BETEL probability weights constructed by
setting  = 4: Comparing Figure 7 with the corresponding �gure in the paper (where
 = 10), it appears clearly that, changing the value of , the sets of events that need to
receive higher probability weights in order to rationalize the EPP with a low level of RRA,
stays unchanged. The only di¤erence is that, in order to rationalize the puzzle with a lower
level of risk aversion, the probabilities assigned to a few economy wide extremely bad states,
such as market crashes concomitant with deep recessions, have to be marginally increased.
In fact, the correlation between the EL probability weights for  = 4 and  = 10 is 0:96
and that between the BETEL weights is 0:98. This suggests robustness of the approach
with respect to the choice of the relative risk aversion parameter.

Figure 7: EL and BETEL estimated probabilities for  = 4. Shaded areas are NBER
recession periods. Vertical dashed lines are the stock market crashed identi�ed by Mishkin
and White (2002).
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7 The Likelihood of the Equity Premium Puzzle with
Blockwise Sampling

In this section we repeat the counterfactual exercise presented in Section 4:2 of the paper,
but instead of drawing individual couples of consumption growth and excess returns, we
draw consecutive blocks of data in order to preserve, as in a blockwise bootstrap procedure,
the autocorrelation properties of the data. The EL and BETEL probabilities for the blocks
are constructed using the blockwise approach described in Section 1 of this Appendix, and
a window of �ve years in the two annual samples.
Results obtained using this approach are reported in Table B3, and the �ndings are

largely in line with the ones in Table 4 of the paper: the median realized EPP in the
counterfactual samples is very close to zero and its 95% con�dence region does not include
the historically observed value. Moreover, the probability of observing an EPP in the
counterfactual samples is very small, and never larger than 2:5%. That is, as Table 4, Table
B3 suggests that if one believes that the rare events hypothesis is the explanation of the
EPP, one should also believe that the historically observed EPP is itself a rare event.

Table B3: Counterfactual EPP with Blockwise Sampling
eppT eppTi Pr

�
eppTi � eppT

�
Panel A. Annual Data: 1929-2009

P̂EL ( = 4) 6:9% �0:1%
[�4:3%, 4:7%]

0:16%

P̂EL ( = 10) 5:9% �0:0%
[�5:3%, 5:9%]

2:49%

P̂BETEL ( = 4) 6:9% �0:1%
[�3:4%, 3:6%]

0:01%

P̂BETEL ( = 10) 5:9% �0:0%
[�4:5%, 4:9%]

0:78%

Panel B. Annual Data: 1890-2009
P̂EL ( = 4) 6:1% �0:0%

[�4:1%, 4:2%]
0:22%

P̂EL ( = 10) 5:8% 0:1%
[�4:9%, 5:2%]

1:41%

P̂BETEL ( = 4) 6:1% �0:0%
[�3:3%, 3:3%]

0:02%

P̂BETEL ( = 10) 5:8% 0:0%
[�4:2%, 4:5%]

0:61%

Note: the eppT column reports the realized equity premium puzzle in the historical sample corresponding

to the given level of ; the eppTi column reports the median realized equity premium puzzle (and its 95%

con�dence band underneath) in the counterfactual samples for to the given level of  and probability

distribution P̂ j (), j 2 fEL;ETg, used to generate the data. The Pr
�
eppTi � eppT

�
column reports the

probability of observing a realized equity premium puzzle as large as the historical one in the eppT ()

column.

8 Additional Cross-Sectional Evidence

In this section we present results from Fama and MacBeth (1973) cross-sectional regressions
when the 6 Fama-French portfolios are used to construct the EL and BETEL probability
weights and the 25 Fama-French portfolios are used to perform the cross-sectional estima-
tion.
The results are reported in Table B4. The �rst row shows that, using the sample

moments of excess returns and pricing kernel, the estimated �̂ is large and statistically
signi�cant. This is the cross-sectional equivalent of the EPP, since it implies an average
underpricing of the cross-section of the 25 portfolio returns of about 10% on an annual
basis. The point estimate of �̂ is not statistically di¤erent from its theoretical value of
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unity, but this is due to the large standard error that makes it also not statistically di¤erent
from zero. The joint test of the hypothesis � = 0; � = 1 is strongly rejected with p-value
0:0%. Overall, consistent with what has been widely documented in the literature, the
performance of the C-CAPM is poor since the model is able to explain only 0:2% of the
cross-sectional variance of risk premia of the Fama and French (1992) 25 portfolios.
The second row shows that the use of moments constructed under the probability mea-

sure P̂EL () substantially reduces the estimated � coe¢ cient, implying a much smaller
average mispricing (about 4:0% on a yearly basis), and the coe¢ cient is not statistically
signi�cant � consistent with the implications of the consumption Euler equation. Even
though the cross-sectional R2 is higher than that obtained using the sample moments in
Row 1, the estimated �̂ coe¢ cient has the opposite sign to and is statistically di¤erent from
what theory would predict. The Wald test strongly rejects the joint hypothesis � = 0; � = 1
with p-value 1:2%.
The results in Row 3 using the P̂BETEL () probability weights are very similar to those

obtained using the P̂EL () weights: the model �ts better the average risk premium but
the estimated slope coe¢ cient is statistically signi�cantly negative and di¤erent from the
theoretical value of unity, and the joint hypothesis � = 0; � = 1 is strongly rejected with
p-value 0:0%.

Table B4: Counterfactual Cross-Sectional Regressions

Moments: R2 �̂ �̂
Wald test:
� = 0; � = 1

� V ar(�m)
V ar[E(Re

m)]

Fama-French 25 Portfolios
Sample 0:2% 0:10

(0:026)
0:38
(0:801)

15:8
(0:00)

P̂EL () 9:8% 0:04
(0:032)

�1:24
(0:796)

8:8
(0:01)

289:4%

P̂BETEL () 16:8% 0:06
(0:030)

�1:72
(0:790)

14:0
(0:00)

250:7%

Note: Fama and MacBeth (1973) cross-sectional regression results for the 25 Fama-French portfolios. Row

1 reports results for the sample moments while Rows 2 and 3 report the same for the EL and BETEL

probability-weighted moments, respectively. The EL and BETEL probability weights are obtained using

the 6 Fama-French portfolios and  = 10.
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